40/60/90/95 Gallon
Roll-Out Containers
PRODUCT INFORMATION
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The 40, 60, 90 and 95 gallon Automated Roll-Out Containers are designed for easy
pickup by all fully automated trucks. This reduces labor and injury costs and increases
speed and efficiency because the driver never has to leave the cab. No additional
workers are required for pickup. All four containers can be lifted by the same
automatic lifter without additional adjustment.
Rotomolded of tough polyethylene, the containers can withstand the
harshest of treatment, are resilient to tearing and cracking, and will still
look good after years of use. A built-in ultra-violet agent prevents the
containers from becoming brittle and ensures years of use under the hot
sun.
These Roll-Out Containers never need to be painted and will not crack,
dent, or rust. Smooth inside walls ensure refuse is dumped cleanly to
stop call backs.

60 Gallon

PRODUCT DESIGN
Refuse containers operate in challenging environments, where they must
survive lifting mechanisms, over-filling, dropping, and abuse.
Rotomolded containers are tougher than injection molded containers
because extra material is built into critical wear areas for additional
durability. These stronger areas minimize cracking and splitting, which
translates into a longer service life.
The lid is lightweight for easy opening, stays open
for loading convenience, and closes automatically
with minimal noise when set back on the ground
after dumping. Domed top and sloping edges help
prevent moisture from entering the container, keeps
odors inside, and critters outside.
Axle positioned for easy tilting and rolling with
heavy loads.
90 Gallon

40 Gallon
Specifications
Width

Depth

Shipping
Weight

Wall
Thickness

Load
Rating

Wheel
Diameter

33”

25”

24”

20 lbs.

0.1875”

150 lbs.

10”

60 Gallon

40”

28”

32”

29 lbs.

0.1875”

220 lbs.

10”

90 Gallon

43”

31”

35”

42 lbs.

0.1875”

325 lbs.

10”

95 Gallon

45.5”

31”

32”

43 lbs.

0.1875”

335 lbs.

10”

Container

Height

40 Gallon

All

Standard Colors: Black, Blue, Green Other colors available upon request.
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300 Gallon
Refuse Container
PRODUCT INFORMATION
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The 300 Gallon Refuse Container is the ideal automated container for apartments,
light commercial, or for several families sharing an alley collection. Rotomolded of
tough cross-linked polyethylene, the container can withstand the harshest of treatment,
is resilient to tearing and cracking, and will still look good after years of use. A builtin ultra-violet agent prevents the container from becoming brittle and ensures years of
use under the hot sun.
The 300 Gallon Container never needs painting and will not crack, dent, or rust.
Smooth inside walls ensure refuse is dumped cleanly to stop call backs. Front lid is
easily replaced with other colors to designate refuse, recycling or green waste
collection.
PRODUCT DESIGN
Refuse containers operate in challenging environments, where they must survive
lifting mechanisms, over-filling, dropping, and abuse. Rotomolded containers are
tougher than injection molded containers because extra material is built into critical
wear areas for additional durability. These stronger areas minimize cracking and
splitting, which translates into a longer service life. The 47 inch loading height makes
it easy to load.
Split Lid
The double-wall, split lid is lightweight for easy opening, stays open for loading
convenience, accommodates large bags, and closes automatically with minimal noise
when set back on the ground after dumping. Domed top and sloping overlapped edges
help prevent moisture from entering the container, keeps odors inside, and critters
outside.
Rugged Hinges
Lid attachment has four "molded-in" hinge
holes designed to add strength to the
container and minimize damage to hinge area.
Lid Stays Open
Lid rotates 110 for easier loading,
dumping, and independent closing, after
container is emptied.
Specifications
Weight: 90 pounds assembled
Height: 53 inches (47 inch loading height)
Width: 53 inches
Capacity: 300 gallon
Standard Colors: Black, Dark Green
Custom Colors: Available upon request
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